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Abstract: Surface solar radiation (SSR) is a fundamental energy source for an equitable and sustainable
future. Meteorology-induced variability increases uncertainty in SSR, thereby limiting its reliability
due to its intermittent nature. This variability depends on several meteorological factors, including
clouds, atmospheric gases, and aerosol concentrations. This research investigates the detailed
impact of different levels of clouds and aerosols on SSR across India. Utilizing satellite data with
reanalysis retrievals, the research covers a span of three decades (30 years), from 1993 to 2022.
Aerosols contributed to an average attenuation of ~13.33% on SSR, while high, mid, and low cloud
conditions showed much stronger impacts, with an attenuation of ~30.80%, ~40.10%, and ~44.30%,
respectively. This study reveals an alarming pattern of increasing cloud impact (Cimpact) on SSR in
the recent decade, with a significant increasing rate of ~0.22% year−1 for high cloud (HCimpact) and
~0.13% year−1 for mid cloud (MCimpact) impact, while low cloud impact (LCimpact) showed minimal
change. The trend of aerosol impact (Aimpact) also showed an average increase of ~0.14% year−1

across all regions. The findings underscore the imperative of considering climatic variables while
studying the growing solar dimming. Our findings also will assist policymakers and planners in
better evaluating the solar energy resources across India.

Keywords: surface solar radiation; solar dimming; solar energy potential; cloud impact; aerosol
impact; National Solar Mission; India

1. Introduction

Renewable energy research and utilization have become paramount, especially for
developing countries aiming to satisfy the demands of their expanding populations and
economies [1,2]. Among the array of resources, solar energy stands as a beacon of hope,
offering numerous benefits that extend well beyond the simple generation of electricity.
As the world confronts the urgent challenges posed by climate change, the role of solar
energy becomes increasingly pivotal [3–7]. In the context of developing countries, where
the need for accessible and reliable energy is crucial, the promise of solar energy shines
brightly [8–10]. It represents a pathway towards mitigating the adverse impacts of cli-
mate change, offering a rational alternative to fossil fuels that have long burdened both
economies and environments. Projections suggest that nearly 85 percent of global energy
generation is projected to stem from renewables by 2050, underscoring the transforma-
tive potential of solar energy (https://www.un.org/en/climatechange/raising-ambition/
renewable-energy, last accessed on 2 January 2024). Solar energy serves as a catalyst for
economic growth and reduces reliance on finite resources. Beyond its immediate eco-
nomic and environmental benefits, solar energy epitomizes the principles of a circular
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economy, promoting resource efficiency and waste reduction throughout the energy value
chain [11,12]. With optimal access to the sun’s rays, countries like India are poised to
harness this abundant source of clean energy, charting a way towards a more equitable and
sustainable future.

Solar radiation, as the fundamental factor determining solar energy availability, is
inherently linked with Earth’s meteorological conditions. It is imperative to understand
these conditions and their influence on surface-reaching solar radiation to harness the full
potential of solar energy, both today and in the face of future climate change. Over the
years, various regions around the world have experienced notable fluctuations in incident
solar radiation. Liepert [13] observed a substantial decline, often termed “solar dimming”,
in surface solar radiation within the United States, noting a reduction of 19 Wm−2 or 10%
between 1961 and 1990. Similarly, Liang and Xia [14] reported a significant decrease in
global and direct irradiance across various regions of China. Stanhill and Cohen [15] con-
ducted a thorough evaluation of global irradiance data from 854 sites over the globe; their
study revealed an average reduction of 0.51 Wm−2 (2.7%) per decade over the past 50 years.
Another study by Wang and Yang [16] observed a prevalent dimming trend in surface solar
radiation and sunshine hours since the 1960s across China. This dimming is attributed to in-
creasing anthropogenic aerosol loading. However, a weak brightening trend since 1990 has
been noted, mainly in south-eastern China during the spring season. The reversal in the so-
lar radiation trend is associated with climate change factors such as cloud suppression and a
slowdown in anthropogenic emissions. The study by Meng et al. [17] analyzed the effects of
solar dimming on the North China Plain (NCP) from 1961 to 2015. Radiation has decreased
significantly in the NCP since the 1960s, with the greatest decline from 1990 to 2001–2015.
This dimming resulted in a 17% decrease in solar radiation. An increase in PM2.5 (particu-
late matter having a diameter of 2.5 µm) air pollution was closely linked to this dimming
trend. In a separate investigation by Padma Kumari et al. [18], monthly mean global solar
radiation data from 12 stations in India indicated an average dimming of ~0.86 Wm−2

per year between 1981 and 2004. Similarly, research by Kambezidis et al. [19] focusing on
the South Asian region noted a substantial yearly decrease in net downward shortwave
radiation (NDSWR) of about 0.54 Wm−2 from 1979 to 2004 by using the long-term Modern
Era Retrospective analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA 2D) dataset. This de-
cline in NDSWR, primarily during pre-monsoon periods, was attributed to aerosol impact.
Furthermore, the trends in NDSWR closely mirrored the spatial distribution of cloudiness,
with negative trends indicative of solar dimming observed in regions such as the tropical
Indian Ocean and certain parts of India. Despite extensive observations, the trend shows
no definitive signs of reversal [10,11,20]. It is essential to recognize that, within the context
of “global dimming,” the term “global” originally denoted “global radiation,” serving as a
synonym for surface solar radiation. This distinction is important, as it clarifies that “global”
does not refer to the spatial scale of the entire globe [21]. These findings highlight the
importance of solar brightening and dimming trends and emphasize the need for a deeper
understanding of its underlying causes, particularly concerning its implications for solar
energy applications.

Many studies suggest that aerosols and clouds play significant roles in reducing
surface solar radiation [21–25]. There are two primary methods that influence surface solar
radiation: (a) external changes in incoming solar radiation due to the characteristics of
the Earth’s orbit or solar output and (b) internal changes in the portion of solar radiation
that is reflected through modifying cloud features, radiatively active gases like water
vapor, aerosol quantities and their optical properties, as well as the surface’s albedo [21].
Observed decadal fluctuations in surface solar radiation are minimally influenced by
changes in the Earth’s orbital parameters and water vapor content. Recent alterations in
water vapor content are not substantial enough to have a significant influence on radiation,
but variations in water vapor content impact the degree of cloudiness, which, in turn, have
a significant impact on incoming solar radiation [26,27].
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According to estimates by the IPCC 2007 (https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar4/syr/,
last accessed on 8 January 2024) [28], human activities contribute to negative radiative
forcing, with aerosols exerting the most major impact compared to surface albedo and
ozone effects. Therefore, global dimming and brightening should largely occur from clouds
and aerosols, which, respectively, signify the dual influence of climate change and human
disruptions [21,29,30]. So far, it remains uncertain whether clouds or aerosols serve as the
primary contributor to recent shifts in surface solar radiation. However, growing studies
with evidence suggest that, while clouds influence surface solar radiation on an annual
scale, pollution-related aerosols determine surface solar radiation variability on a decadal
scale [31,32].

A number of studies worldwide [22,33,34] have shown that clouds act as modulators
of solar radiation by reflecting, scattering, and absorbing radiation. The presence, type,
and altitude of clouds affect the amount of sunlight reaching the surface, leading to vari-
ations in solar radiation. A study conducted by Dumka et al. [4] at Nainital examined
the impact of aerosols and clouds on solar energy potential (2008–2012) in the central
Gangetic Himalayan region of India. They found that aerosols and clouds cause 0–14%
and 20–65% of the attenuation of global horizontal irradiance (GHI) on an annual basis,
respectively. In a study about India, Wild et al. [23] highlighted that the increase in cloud
cover also contributed to the significant loss of surface solar radiation. The influence of
these meteorological factors results in modifications to the intensity, spectral distribution,
and temporal variability of surface solar radiation, consequently impacting the potential
for solar electricity generation [35,36].

India, situated within the tropical and subtropical latitudes, has a strategic geographi-
cal location and a massive land mass that grants it abundant solar irradiation year-round.
According to data from the Indian Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (available at
https://mnre.gov.in/solar/current-status, last accessed on 8 January 2024), the country
receives an average of 4 kilowatt-hours per square meters (kWh/m2) of radiation annually,
establishing it as one of the sunniest regions worldwide. Additionally, India has set an ambi-
tious target of achieving a non-fossil-based electricity generation capacity of 500 gigawatts
(GW) by 2030, which incorporates solar installations of ~300 GW (https://mnre.gov.in/
annual-reports-2022-23/, last accessed on 8 January 2024). The significant expansion of
solar energy systems in India underscores the paramount importance of precise, potential,
and up-to-date resource assessments that incorporate the accurate mapping of surface-
reaching solar radiation and its related influencing factors (https://shaktifoundation.in/
wp-content/uploads/2017/09/State-of-Renewable-Energy-in-India.pdf, last accessed on 8
January 2024). Solar radiation also plays a crucial role in agriculture, as it directly influences
plant growth, development, and productivity. Adequate surface solar radiation is essential
for photosynthesis, the process by which plants convert sunlight into energy to fuel their
growth [37,38].

From the above research literature, it is evident that both clouds and aerosols ex-
ert significant impacts on the surface solar radiation. Recent data indicate a decline in
solar radiation levels across India [4,8,36], with insufficient studies quantifying these in-
fluences. Furthermore, the relative importance of cloud levels and aerosols for specific
solar energy applications across different Indian regions remains unclear. Navigating
the complexities of assessing solar dimming poses challenges for new researchers. Ad-
dressing these gaps requires sophisticated modelling techniques and thorough valida-
tion processes to accurately grasp these complex interactions. Spatiotemporal variability,
interdisciplinary collaboration, and effective communication of findings to policymak-
ers add layers of complexity to this endeavor. To overcome these challenges, perse-
verance, innovation, and collaboration are important. By doing so, we can contribute
to a deeper understanding of solar dimming’s implications for sustainable energy and
climate resilience.

The study, therefore, addresses (a) the evidence of an increasing decline in surface solar
radiation (SSR) attributed to meteorological conditions (particularly due to the presence

https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar4/syr/
https://mnre.gov.in/solar/current-status
https://mnre.gov.in/annual-reports-2022-23/
https://mnre.gov.in/annual-reports-2022-23/
https://shaktifoundation.in/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/State-of-Renewable-Energy-in-India.pdf
https://shaktifoundation.in/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/State-of-Renewable-Energy-in-India.pdf
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of clouds and aerosols), and (b) determines the primary driver between clouds at various
levels and types of aerosols. To present the geographical distribution of these phenomena,
the research delves into a detailed analysis of four regions representative of India (see
Table 1). Further, the study discusses the potential implications of dimming to optimize
the performance of solar energy systems, to improve energy generation predictions, and
adapt to changing environmental conditions. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides a brief description of the datasets and methodology used for the analysis. Major
findings are presented and discussed in Section 3, with Section 3.1 explaining decadal
variations in surface solar radiation, cloud cover, and aerosols, while Section 3.2 shows the
climatology of cloud and aerosol impacts, with the increased impacts attributed to clouds
and aerosols. In Section 3.3, the impacts of high, middle, and low cloud cover are discussed
with respect to selected regions, including the yearly trend of cloud fraction on vertical
levels (from the Earth’s surface to 100 hPa). In Section 3.4, an annual contribution of various
types of aerosols in terms of Aerosol Optical Depth (AOD) is presented, with an explanation
of their combined impacts and variation, followed by a summary and conclusion on the
main findings in Section 4.

Table 1. Thirty-year mean (1993–2022) statistics of SSR and TCC from 1993 to 2022, and twenty-year
mean statistics of AOD from 2003 to 2022.

Meteorological Parameters Mean Trend

SSR 429 (Wm−2) −0.11% year−1 (−0.40 Wm−2 year−1)

TCC 45% 0.10% year−1

AOD 0.41 (unitless) 0.76% year−1

The positive (+) or negative (−) sign indicates an increasing or decreasing trend. The trend is statistically significant
at a 95% significance level.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Reanalysis and Satellite Datasets
2.1.1. European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting Reanalysis Version 5 (ERA-5)

The research integrates a wide array of meteorological parameters sourced from ERA-5,
a dataset renowned as the fifth-generation atmospheric reanalysis that spans global climate
patterns from January 1940 to the present [39]. ERA-5 offers hourly estimates of numerous
atmospheric, terrestrial, and oceanic parameters. Operating on a spatial resolution of a
0.25◦ × 0.25◦ grid and utilizing 137 vertical levels from the Earth’s surface up to an altitude
of 80 km, ERA-5 delivers a high-resolution representation of the planet’s atmosphere [40].

The specific datasets utilized in this research include seven parameters (i) Mean
Surface Downward Short-wave Radiation Flux (SSR) and (ii) Mean Surface Downward
Short-wave Radiation Flux Clear-sky (SSRC); both SSR and SSRC denote the total solar
radiation reaching the Earth’s surface, encompassing both direct and diffuse components.
SSR accounts for the absorption or reflection of solar radiation by clouds and aerosols
(all sky conditions). On the other hand, SSRC represents the solar radiation reaching
the surface under clear-sky conditions, indicating the absence of clouds but the possible
presence of aerosols. The dataset parameters also include (iii) total cloud cover (TCC),
(iv) high cloud cover (HCC, ~6 km and above), (v) medium cloud cover (MCC, ~2 km to
6 km), (vi) low cloud cover (LCC, below ~2 km), and (vii) fraction of cloud cover (FCC); all
cloud parameters indicate the percentage (%) of the sky obscured by clouds, expressed as
a fraction. TCC, HCC, MCC, and LCC provide insight into the extent of cloud coverage
during a given period for a given location and height, while FCC provides insight into
the extent of cloud coverage at vertical levels (from the Earth’s surface to 10 hPa) through
the atmosphere. The above datasets can be found at https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/
cdsapp#!/search?type=dataset, last accessed on 30 October 2023).

The efficacy of the ERA-5 dataset in mirroring observational data has been previ-
ously validated in various regions, particularly in its ability to accurately represent the

https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search?type=dataset
https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/search?type=dataset
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spatiotemporal distribution of SSR [41–44]. The integration of SSR, SSRC, and TCC data
from ERA-5 in this research enables a thorough examination of the SSR and meteoro-
logical parameter trends, and their impact on solar dimming across the study regions
over India.

2.1.2. Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications Version 2 (MERRA-2)

MERRA-2 is the latest atmospheric reanalysis dataset developed by NASA’s Global
Modelling and Assimilation Office (GMAO), with a temporal resolution of one hour and a
spatial resolution of 0.5◦ × 0.625◦. It incorporates the advancements such as the assimilation
of aerosol observations, improvements in stratospheric representation including ozone,
and better modelling of cryospheric processes [45].

The data utilized in this research includes AOD of the various types of aerosols,
i.e., black carbon (BC), organic carbon (OC), dust (DU), sea salt (SS), and sulphate (SU),
including total AOD simulated by the GOCART (Goddard Chemistry, Aerosol, Radiation
and Transport) model. The emission and distribution of aerosols are influenced by multiple
processes. A comparison of the AOD between MERRA-2 and AERONET (Aerosol Robotic
Network) data spanning from 1980 to 2016 showed good spatial agreement globally [46].
Accessible online (https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA-2/dataaccess/, last
accessed on 2 November 2023), MERRA-2 products provide valuable data for climate
research and analysis.

2.1.3. Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES)

NASA’s CERES dataset is a collection of satellite-based measurements designed to
observe and quantify the Earth’s energy budget. CERES instruments are carried aboard
multiple satellites and provide observations related to the Earth’s radiation budget, includ-
ing incoming solar radiation and outgoing reflected solar radiation with a spatial resolution
of 1◦ × 1◦. These measurements are crucial for understanding the energy exchanges be-
tween the Earth, its atmosphere, and space [47]. The dataset computes shortwave radiant
fluxes for different atmospheric conditions, such as pristine (Psky, no aerosols, no clouds),
clear-sky (Csky, including aerosols but no clouds), all-sky no-aerosol (NAsky, no aerosols but
including clouds), and all-sky conditions (Asky, including clouds and aerosols). To achieve
consistency between computed and observed flux, small adjustments are made to the input
variables within predetermined uncertainties for each variable [48,49]. The dataset utilized
here includes surface shortwave radiation flux for (i) Asky and (ii) NAsky conditions from
CERES SYN1deg-Level 3 and available at https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/data/, last accessed
on 30 November 2023).

2.1.4. Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

This research also used AOD data derived from MODIS (Terra and Aqua product-
Version 6.1) with a spatial resolution of 1◦ × 1◦ at a wavelength of 550 nm. MODIS is a key
instrument present on both the Terra and Aqua satellites, and these satellites are part of
NASA’s Earth Observing System [50]. The primary purpose of the Terra MODIS and Aqua
MODIS instruments is to capture comprehensive and high-quality data about the Earth’s
surface. The data are crucial for monitoring dynamic processes occurring in the land,
oceans, and lower atmosphere on a global scale. The data acquired by MODIS instruments
includes monitoring changes in land cover, vegetation patterns, sea surface temperature,
cloud properties, atmospheric composition, and more [51]. The above dataset of AOD
with details can be found at https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/, last accessed on 30
October 2023.

2.2. Methodology

In this section, we provide a brief description of the metrics used to fulfil the ob-
jective of our research. Given the primary focus on surface-reaching solar radiation, all
analyses and computations were confined to daytime hours exclusively (0200 to 1300 +

https://gmao.gsfc.nasa.gov/reanalysis/MERRA-2/dataaccess/
https://ceres.larc.nasa.gov/data/
https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.gov/giovanni/
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0530 IST). We computed annual averages from the hourly and daily datasets as part of
our methodology.

The linear regression (LR) analysis was conducted to estimate the trend for SSR, TCC,
and AOD, which is expressed as a linear function. The slope of the trend represents the
rate of change over time. A positive (negative) value of slope indicates an increasing
(decreasing) rate [52]. Consequently, to evaluate the statistical significance of the reported
trend, a two tailed Student’s t-test and non-parametric Mann–Kendall test (MKT) were
used. The MKT is particularly advantageous for trend analysis since it does not assume any
specific probability distribution for the time series data [53]. Detailed steps for estimating
the MKT and Student’s t-test statistics used in this research are described by Smadi et al. [54]
and Wu et al. [55], respectively.

For SSR and TCC analysis, as well as to study the cloud impact on SSR, decadal
anomalies for the periods 1993–2002, 2003–2012, and 2013–2022 were estimated using
the climatology from 1993 to 2022. For AOD analysis, decadal anomalies for the periods
2003–2012 and 2013–2022 were estimated using the climatology from 2003 to 2022. The
period from 2003 to 2022 was selected for the analysis of the trends and impact of AOD,
as CERES and MODIS products performed better than MERRA-2 in terms of detecting
the spatial and temporal extent of AOD, as suggested by Aldabash et al., Khoir et al. and
Zhang et al. [56–58].

As discussed above, the ERA-5 dataset provided the SSR values for both all-sky (Asky)
and clear-sky (Csky) conditions. This allowed for the calculation of the Cimpact (impact on
SSR due to clouds) using the following formula, as described by Yang et al. [36]:

Cimpact =
SSRC

(
Csky

)
− SSR

(
Asky

)
SSR

(
Asky

) ∗ 100(%) (1)

where SSRC (Csky) and SSR (Asky) represents the SSR under clear-sky (includes aerosol, but
no clouds) and all-sky (includes both aerosols and clouds) conditions, respectively.

Similarly, the CERES dataset provided the SSR values for both no-aerosol-sky (NAsky)
and all-sky (Asky) conditions. The calculations for the Aimpact (impact on SSR due to
aerosols) are done using the following formula, as described by Yang et al. [36]:

Aimpact =
SSR

(
NAsky

)
− SSR

(
Asky

)
SSR

(
Asky

) ∗ 100(%) (2)

where SSR (NAsky) represents the SSR under no-aerosol-sky (includes clouds, but no
aerosols) conditions.

Specifically, the study estimated decadal and annual anomalies (expressed as %) for
Cimpact and Aimpact. The computations for Cimpact and Aimpact were derived utilizing the
Formulas (1) and (2), respectively. Similarly, the annual mean impacts of high (HCimpact),
medium (MCimpact) and low (LCimpact) cloud cover were computed by considering only the
SSR values during the corresponding HCC, MCC, anLCC periods from the ERA-5 dataset.
Hourly MERRA-2 AOD retrievals were used to calculate the mean annual contribution of
each specific type of aerosol AOD (%).

The four major regions delineated for analysis are defined as follows: Region 1
(R1): 12.5◦ N–21.5◦ N, 72.5◦ E–82.5◦ E; Region 2 (R2): 22◦ N–28◦ N, 71◦ E–82.5◦ E; Re-
gion 3 (R3): 17.5◦ N–28◦ N, 83◦ E–88.5◦ E, and Region 4 (R4): 28◦ N–33◦ N, 72.5◦ E–
81◦ E, shown in Section 3.2. Each of these regions has been selected based on signif-
icant differences observed in the decrease of SSR and increase of TCC and AOD dur-
ing a recent decade (2013–2022), particularly when compared among these regions (see
Figure 1). The study exclusively considered Indian landmass, excluding the ocean and
non-Indian regions.
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the 30-year mean of (A) SSR (Wm−2) and (E) TCC (%), and 20-year
mean of (I) AOD (unitless), with Decadal anomalies of (B–D) SSR (%), (F–H) TCC (%), and (J,K) AOD.
Stippling indicates the regions with 95% significance based on Student’s t-test.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Variability of SSR, TCC, and AOD in India

To investigate the spatial distribution of SSR, TCC, and AOD in India, we analyzed
the decadal climatic anomalies of SSR and TCC (in %), as shown in Figure 1A–H from
the ERA-5 hourly dataset, and AOD, as shown in Figure 1I–K from MODIS. Our analysis
also showed the increase/decrease trend, providing insights into the temporal pattern
of these climatic variables (see Table 1). During the initial two decades of the study
(first decade, 1993–2002 and second, 2003–2012), a noticeable increase in SSR values by
~1–4% and ~1–3% was observed, respectively, across most of India. A slight decrease
was observed in the first decade over the eastern parts of the country. However, during
the recent decade (third decade, 2013–2022), a significant (significance > 95%) decline
ranging from ~2 to 4% was observed, particularly prominent over the central, western,
and south-western parts of the country (see Figure 1D). Unfortunately, these prominent
regions are where over ~60–70% of the solar photovoltaic systems in India are installed
(https://mnre.gov.in/annual-reports-2022-23/, last accessed on 8 January 2024); hence,
the findings from this study can assist photovoltaic (PV) system planners in accurately
predicting future yields of solar systems and improve solar power harnessing abilities.
Additionally, the decline in solar radiation can influence photosynthesis rates in plants,
affecting agricultural productivity and crop yields [38]. This downward trend underscores
the need for a thorough examination of the impact and causes, primarily including changes
in atmospheric conditions like cloud cover and aerosols.

https://mnre.gov.in/annual-reports-2022-23/
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It is evident that changes in cloud amounts play a significant role in regulating surface
solar radiation on a global scale [19,22,33]. Understanding the intricate relationship between
clouds and solar radiation is crucial for accurately assessing climate variability and its
impacts. As shown in Figure 1 F–H, TCC is observed to be decreased in the first two decades
by ~2–3% and ~0–2%, respectively, while significantly (significance > 95%) increased in
third decade by ~3% across most of the Indian region. Similarly, Figure 1J,K shows decadal
AOD anomalies which were observed to have decreased in the second decade by ~0.05–0.1
and increased (significance > 95%) during the third decade by ~0.05–0.15. As expected, the
SSR was observed to have decreased with increasing TCC and AOD and declining SSR
values strongly anticorrelated with the TCC (–0.75) and AOD (–0.56) with a 95% significance
level. Considering this significant declining trend and variability of SSR, most likely due to
cloud cover and aerosols, we have thoroughly investigated the specific impact of different
cloud levels (i.e., high, mid, and low) and AOD on SSR over the four major regions of India,
as discussed in Section 2.2.

3.2. Variability of Cimpact and Aimpact on SSR

Clouds and atmospheric aerosols can have direct impact on SSR by absorbing and/or
scattering the radiation during their travel path from the top of the atmosphere to the
Earth’s surface [4,59,60]. In general, increasing cloud cover and aerosol concentration can
lead to a decline in SSR. To better understand the spatial and temporal distribution of
SSR and potentially address this declining trend, we analyzed the variability of clouds
and aerosols impacts separately in this research. In Figure 2, the climatological mean and
decadal anomalies of Cimpact (SSR reduction due to clouds) and Aimpact (SSR reduction due
to aerosols) are presented separately. We utilized the ERA-5 as well as CERES datasets to
compute the Cimpact and Aimpact mean and anomalies, as explained in Section 2.2.
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Significant changes (in terms of anomalies) in Cimpact were observed across the Indian
region in the past three decades (1993–2022). When analyzing anomalies by decades and
regions (Figure 2B–D), a negative anomaly was observed of ~0–1% for R1 and ~0–0.5%
for R2 during the first decade. Meanwhile, there was a slight uptick in anomalies around
~0–1.5% for R3 and ~0–0.5% for R4, showing a slightly less negative trend compared to
R1 and R2 (Table 2). Moving into the second decade, the negative Cimpact anomalies shift
towards the eastern and north-eastern regions of India, ranging from ~0 to 1.5%. Notably,
in the most recent decade (third), notable positive (significant at 95%) Cimpact anomalies
were observed, with higher changes exceeding ~2% in R1 and moderate changes ranging
from ~1 to 2% in R2. Nevertheless, R3 and R4 showed low to negligible Cimpact, anomalies
with values ranging between ~0 and 0.5% in the third decade. Overall, the mean Cimpact
stands out, showing reductions in SSR by ~47% (Figure 2A) over all four regions during
1993–2022.

Table 2. Regional statistics of Cimpact from 1993 to 2022 and Aimpact from 2003 to 2022, with decadal
trends.

Impact Region Mean Impact (%)
Trend (% year−1)

1st Decade 2nd Decade 3rd Decade

Cimpact

R1 40 −0.34 0.09 0.41

R2 38 −0.56 0.21 0.11

R3 46 −0.15 −0.28 0.07

R4 28 −0.26 0.06 0.09

Aimpact

R1 11 − 0.28 0.15

R2 13 − 0.16 0.08

R3 17 − 0.37 0.25

R4 13 − 0.11 0.07
The positive (+) or negative (−) sign in trends indicates an increasing or decreasing trend. The trend is statistically
significant at 95% significance level and all trends are not statistically significant.

The Aimpact also exhibited notable variation over the Indian region from 2003 to 2022,
causing a mean reduction in SSR up to ~12% (Figure 2E). The decadal statistics here
showed that, during the second decade of the study period (Figure 2F), Aimpact anomalies
across all regions were found to be negative, ranging from ~0 to 1.5%, indicating low
Aimpact over the Indian region. However, in the third decade, Aimpact resulted in significant
(significance > 95%) positive anomalies, showing an increased impact across most of the
Indian region. The most positive Aimpact anomalies were observed in R1 and R3, with
values ranging from ~1% to more than 2%. In R2 and R4, the Aimpact was low to negligible,
with anomaly values ranging from ~0 to 0.5%.

On the other hand, we also estimated the trends of Cimpact and Aimpact for the study
regions (R1, R2, R2, and R4) and periods (1993–2022). The trends estimated were tested
by traditional methods (discussed in Section 2.2) and are presented in Table 2. The results
showed a strong increase in positive anomalies for both Cimpact and Aimpact in the third
decade. This analysis has helped us to piece a comprehensive picture of the factors that
have separately led to the sustained decrease in SSR during the specified period over the
four major Indian regions.

3.3. Analysis of Regional Cimpact on SSR

As per the findings discussed and presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, there has been
a noticeable decline in SSR between the years 2013 and 2022 with reference to 1993–2022
climatology, accompanied by an increase in Cimpact and Aimpact over the Indian region.

The existing research literature often characterizes the impact of cloudiness on surface-
reaching solar radiation in terms of cloud cover extent, typically overlooking the spe-
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cific cloud type and cloud levels present. Notably, Matuszko [61] and Monteith and
Unsworth [62] pointed out that during overcast conditions with high-level clouds, such
as Cirrostratus, solar radiation is observed to reach the Earth’s surface without significant
hindrance. Conversely, in our study, the low-level and/or mid-level clouds with layered
and thick characteristics, such as Nimbostratus, have been found to potentially reduce solar
radiation up to ~80–90%. Interestingly, despite both scenarios being officially classified as
overcast (8/8 cloud cover), notable variations in the measured solar radiation flux reaching
the Earth’s surface exist. This difference may be attributed to the high-level clouds allowing
a significant amount of sunlight to penetrate, while low/mid-level layered clouds may
effectively act as barriers. These findings underscore the importance of considering not
only the extent of cloud cover, but also taking into account the specific cloud levels when
studying the variability of solar radiation. This approach will be crucial for the accurate
modelling and prediction of solar radiation and solar energy availability under different
cloud conditions over India.

Considering this, we undertook a thorough analysis that delves into the specific annual
impact variability of high (HCimpact), middle (MCimpact) and low (LCimpact) cloud levels
on SSR over four major regions of India (R1, R2, R2, and R4). This approach allowed us to
achieve a more holistic comprehension of how solar radiation interacts with varying cloud
levels. The HCimpact, MCimpact, and LCimpact on SSR were separately computed for each
cloud level using ERA-5 datasets (as discussed in Section 2.2).

In Figure 3, the annual changes (in terms of anomalies) in HCimpact, MCimpact, and
LCimpact underlaid with the FCC across different pressure levels are analyzed. During
the first decade, a significant portion of the HCimpact anomalies were observed to be
negative, indicating a mean change of ~−0.26% year−1 across all regions. Among these,
the most affected regions were R1 and R2, followed by R4 and then R3. LCimpact also
played a major role, contributing ~−0.37% year−1, compared to MCimpact which showed a
~−0.19% year−1 contribution. In the second decade, the trend was observed to be minimal
to negligible with the values of ~−0.04% year−1 and ~−0.08% year−1 for HCimpact and
MCimpact, respectively, while LCimpact showed a slightly higher change of ~0.15% year−1.
Notably, HCimpact showed a dominant increase in impact on SSR during the third decade,
with a value of ~0.22% year−1, surpassing both MCimpact with ~0.13% year−1 and LCimpact

with ~0.01% year−1 in all selected regions. The specific mean (30 years) and decadal
mean values of HCimpact, MCimpact, and LCimpact with respect to each region are presented
in Table 3. We also found that, when considering high, mid, and low cloud conditions
individually, their mean impacts over the last 30 years across all selected regions were
~31%, ~40%, and ~44%, respectively (the mean impacts were estimated by averaging the
yearly impact values over the 30-year period). Previous studies by Matuszko [61] during
2003–2007 and Monteith and Unsworth [62] suggested that the intensity of solar radiation
reaching the surface reached its peak (up to ~1100 Wm−2) during the days when high-level
clouds such as cirrus and cumulonimbus were present as compared to mid-level and low-
level clouds. However, our study presents a different perspective. Our findings indicate
that high-level clouds led to a significant reduction in SSR, even though their mean impact
was lower compared to mid and low cloud levels. This observation is consistent with
the results of Kambezidis et al. [19] in 2012, which demonstrated a strong anticorrelation
between cloud optical depth (COD), particularly for high clouds, and NDSWR from 1979
to 2004.

The increase in high- and mid-level FCC, leading to HCimpact and MCimpact, with the
most significant increase observed during the first decade to the third decade (1993–2002
to 2013–2022) is particularly noticeable in India, followed by low-level clouds. Under-
standing the increasing combined layered impact of cloud covers, especially high- and
mid-level clouds, is crucial in comprehending the reduction in SSR. This insight will form
the foundation for more accurate evaluations and planning regarding solar resources.
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Figure 3. Regional annual mean of (1) anomalies (%) of HCimpact (black line), MCimpact (red line),
and LCimpact (blue line), underlaid with contours of FCC (%) with respect to pressure levels. The
pink dashed lines represent the separation for low-, mid- and high-level clouds. The values enclosed
in boxes represent the decadal mean anomalies combining of all three levels of clouds.

Table 3. Regional statistics of HCimpact, MCimpact, and LCimpact from 1993 to 2022, with decadal trends.

Impact Region Regional Mean
Impact (%)

Mean Impact
(%)

Trend (% Year−1)

1st Decade Mean 2nd Decade Mean 3rd Decade Mean

HCimpact

R1 31

31

−0.33

−0.26

0.02

−0.04

0.54

0.22
R2 28 −0.36 0.10 0.15

R3 37 −0.10 −0.21 0.07

R4 29 −0.24 −0.04 0.12

MCimpact

R1 44

40

0.05

−0.19

0.02

−0.08

0.38

0.13
R2 39 −0.26 0.00 0.03

R3 48 −0.08 −0.47 0.01

R4 29 −0.44 0.15 0.08

LCimpact

R1 46

44

−0.04

−0.37

0.21

0.15

0.30

−0.01
R2 51 −1.10 0.51 −0.14

R3 53 −0.25 −0.17 −0.12

R4 28 −0.07 0.05 −0.05

The positive (+) or negative (−) sign in trends indicates an increasing or decreasing trend. The trend is statistically
significant at 95% significance level and all trends are not statistically significant.

3.4. Analysis of Regional Aimpact on SSR

Regional changes in aerosols can also have a significant impact on surface-reaching
solar radiation. High AOD indicates a higher concentration of aerosols in the atmosphere,
while low AOD indicates a lower concentration. These aerosols act as scattering and/or
absorbing agents, redirecting and/or absorbing sunlight instead of allowing it to reach
the surface directly. As a result, the intensity of solar radiation reaching the surface is
weakened [36,63].
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The analysis of the annual mean of the AOD using MERRA-2 reanalysis products
reveals distinct temporal variations and regional characteristics in the distribution of
sulphate (SU), dust (DU), sea salt (SS), organic carbon (OC), and black carbon (BC) AODs
(Figure 4). In R1 and R3, SU aerosols dominated consistently, accounting for ~40–55% across
all years, followed closely with DU and OC contributing around ~15–27% and ~15–20%,
respectively, to the total AOD. Meanwhile, BC and SS contributions remained relatively
stable at ~4–7% and ~6–12%, respectively, and were higher than in R2 and R4. Conversely,
in R2 and R4, DU played a significant role alongside SU aerosols, sometimes surpassing
SU levels in the recent decade. Notable differences in annual AOD distributions for SU
and DU aerosols were observed among the four major study regions, with DU aerosol
predominantly present in R3 and R4, while remaining low in the other regions. However,
the Thar desert stands out as a significant source of DU aerosols, consistently influencing
northern regions.
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(bar plots), overlaid with (2) Aimpact anomalies (%) (black solid line). Black dashed line represents the
trend of Aimpact anomalies.

Furthermore, Figure 4 shows the annual changes (in terms of anomalies) in Aimpact for
R1, R2, R3, and R4 during the period of 2003–2022. These Aimpact anomalies were estimated
using the CERES dataset as discussed in Section 2.2. Table 4 represents the 30-year mean
and decadal statistics of Aimpact with respect to each region. Notably, significant (with a
significance level of 95%) positive trends of Aimpact anomalies (represented as black dashed
line in Figure 4) were observed, with values of 0.83 for R1, 0.65 for R2, 0.81 for R3, and
minimal for R4, with a value of 0.13. These upward trends in anomalies indicate a consistent
increase in Aimpact across the Indian regions, particularly in R1 and R3. Conversely, the
diverse aerosol trends across all regions led to a mean reduction in SSR up to ~13% during
the period from 2003 to 2022. This signifies that increasing aerosol concentrations are also
potentially contributing, alongside clouds, to the dimming of SSR.
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Table 4. Regional statistics of Aimpact from 2003 to 2022, with decadal trends.

Impact Region Regional Mean
Impact (%)

Mean Impact
(%)

Trend (% Year−1)

1st Decade Mean 2nd Decade Mean 3rd Decade Mean

Aimpact

R1 11

13

−

−

0.28

0.24

0.15

0.14
R2 13 − 0.16 0.08

R3 17 − 0.38 0.26

R4 13 − 0.11 0.08

The positive (+) or negative (−) sign in trends indicates an increasing or decreasing trend. The trend is statistically
significant at 95% significance level and all trends are not statistically significant.

Turning to the decadal statistics, in the second decade, all regions showed a positive
change per year, indicating a ~0.24% year−1 mean increase in Aimpact. Among these, the
most affected regions observed were R3 (~0.38% year−1) followed by R1 (~0.28% year−1),
R2 (~0.16% year−1), and R4 (~0.11% year−1). In the third decade, the Aimpact anomalies
played a slightly diminishing role compared to the second decade, contributing to a mean
increase in impact of ~0.14% year−1. It is noteworthy that Aimpact anomalies for all the
regions and the decades showed a positive trend, raising concerns regarding long-term
implications for SSR availability. In R1 and R3, the increasing trend of the Aimpact anomaly
was particularly pronounced and largely attributed to the persistent impacts of SU and DU,
with R3 being the most aerosol-affected region, showing an increase of ~0.38% year−1 and
~0.26% year−1 for the second and third decades, respectively. This approach allowed us to
attain a more comprehensive understanding of how SSR is influenced by different types
of aerosols.

The impact of aerosols on solar radiation varies depending on the specific wavelength
of light and the type and size of the aerosol particles present in the atmosphere [64,65].
These distinct characteristics of various aerosols introduce a range of effects on solar
radiation, making the interaction intricate and multifaceted. In the regions marked by high
aerosol concentrations, concerted actions aimed at mitigating air pollution and regulating
emissions can play a crucial role in diminishing aerosol levels. Strategies encompassing the
implementation of air quality regulations, the adoption of cleaner energy sources, and the
embrace of sustainable practices all contribute to the reduction of aerosol concentrations.
This, in turn, translates to a positive outcome with improved solar energy availability at
ground level. To ensure precise assessments of solar resources and to effectively strategize
solar energy systems, it is imperative to comprehend the way aerosols impact SSR. This
approach empowers the optimization of energy production and informs prudent decisions
with regards to the initiation and execution of solar energy initiatives.

4. Summary and Conclusions

This pioneering study over the Indian region investigates the detailed impacts of the
high, mid, and low cloud levels on surface-reaching solar radiation individually. Addition-
ally, by closely examining different types of AODs, valuable insights of aerosol impacts
were obtained.

Our results reveal that distinct high–mid–low cloud levels have an individual impact
of ~31%, ~40%, and ~44%, respectively, on SSR across the selected regions of India. Despite
low clouds having the maximum impact, our research highlights a significant increase in
the Cimpact rate primarily driven by high- and mid-level clouds during the third decade.
The western part of southern region (R1) emerges as the most significantly affected area
by clouds, alongside a considerable portion of the central region (R2) of India, showing
mean increasing rates of ~0.41% year−1 and ~0.11% year−1, respectively, during the third
decade. Unfortunately, these prominent regions account for over ~60–70% of the installed
solar photovoltaic systems in India, as reported by the Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy in their Annual Reports for 2022-23 (https://mnre.gov.in/annual-reports-2022-23/,
last accessed on 8 January 2024). This highlights the potential impact of cloud-induced

https://mnre.gov.in/annual-reports-2022-23/
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variations in SSR on the performance of solar power systems in key regions of the country.
Additionally, the study also revealed a mean Aimpact of ~13% across the selected regions.
The eastern region, along with certain parts of the central region (R3), emerged as the most
affected area, experiencing an increasing impact rate of around ~0.32% year−1 during the
recent decade.

These findings raise apprehensions about the future viability of solar energy avail-
ability in western parts, including the southern region, as well as the eastern regions,
including parts of central India (R1, some areas of R2, and R3). Our research underscores
the importance of considering meteorological conditions such as cloud and aerosol pres-
ence while evaluating solar energy potentials. Looking ahead, it is imperative to conduct
further studies to analyze the seasonal variations of high, mid, and low cloud cover along
with aerosols and their impact on SSR. We strongly recommend extending the analysis by
conducting it at a monthly level to determine which months are most affected by cloud
cover and aerosols in terms of SSR.

Variations were observed in SSR and their contributing sources behind these changes,
notably clouds, especially at specific altitudes, and aerosols of certain types prevalent in
the Indian regions. The insights of the study can offer a valuable guidance to solar system
developers in formulating effective strategies to address challenges. Solar developers can
prioritize regions for solar panel installations based on their impacts on solar radiation.
By incorporating these findings into planning processes, it becomes possible to optimize
renewable energy production. In addition to these strategies, it is crucial to invest in
advanced forecasting models that incorporate meteorological data to accurately predict SSR.
Additionally, to enhance renewable energy output further, a hybrid approach combining
windmill parks with solar parks could be implemented. This integrated approach can
capitalize on the complementary nature of solar and wind energy, maximizing power
generation efficiency while diversifying the renewable energy portfolio. Such strategic
planning and innovative approaches are essential steps towards advancing sustainable
energy infrastructure and mitigating climate change impacts. Moreover, our findings also
will assist policymakers and planners to evaluate solar energy resources and facilitate
the expansion of solar infrastructure across India in the years to come. A comprehensive
understanding of meteorological impacts on solar energy systems is important for crafting
robust renewable energy strategies and ensuring the enduring viability of solar energy as a
sustainable energy source.
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